Abstract

Research in science learning revealed that learners and teachers need highly interactive conversational environments around media-rich artifacts to provide common grounds for fostering learning communications. In this third series of the article, on exemplary practices in SEARCH for youth researchers through blended learning, elaboration will be made on another sub-portal of SEARCH, entitled ‘Science Project/problem/programme-based Activities incorporating Experiment Management’ (SP³ACEMAN) [http://sp3aceman.net]. The programme was founded in 2004 with off-line resources and incorporated with blended learning activities since 2009. Workshops were also conducted in 2011 and 2012 to replicate some of the activities adapted from previous research findings. Some main features of SP³ACEMAN that promote student-centred learning supported by ICT with threaded discussion topics related to science and mathematics learning are highlighted. Educational implications of Web 2.0 to promote and enhance 21st century skills are also deliberated.

Introduction

Technology plays an important role to facilitate science and mathematics learning in the recent years. Cognitively-guided research in science education shows that teacher-centred pedagogy with lecture and demonstration is not effective in securing student’s understanding of subject matter (Betrus, 2007; Gallagher & Stepien, 1996). The advancement of technology education through e-learning portals allows teachers to employ various constructivist strategies that could actively engage learners’ interest in learning science and mathematics.
Hence technology-enhanced learning activities supported by ICT tools were identified as important components in RECSAM’s training programmes. Effective and sustainable use of e-learning platforms that are also supported by innovative technological tools are important to facilitate science and mathematics education with the sharing of exemplary practices.

This article reports the third of a series of some completed and on-going e-learning activities facilitated through the web-based learning portal entitled ‘South East Asia Regional Capacity-enhancement Hub’ (SEARCH) (http://www.recsam.edu.my/search/index.html). Evidences of exemplary practices in SEARCH for youth science and mathematics researchers are illustrated. These include activities facilitated under its third hyperlinked portal, ‘Science Project/problem/programme-based Activities inCorporating Experiment MANagement’ (SP³ACEMAN). SP³ACEMAN is the international education flagship programme founded in 2004 with off-line resources and with blended learning activities since 2009. These activities involved contextual problem-solving skills as reflected in project-based activities (PBA), problem-based learning (PBL) and participatory inquiry (PI). All these approaches combine investigation, education and purposeful action with knowledge creation and transformation through shared learning (using blended learning mode) in contrast with transmission approach. Participants in the aforementioned activities are capable of growth, change and creation (Briton, Collett & Cooney, 2010). Incorporating blended learning in the SP³ACEMAN programme was made in response to the research findings in science learning that learners and teachers need highly interactive conversational environments around media-rich artifacts to provide common grounds for fostering learning communications (Pea, 1995). The review of literature also showed the possibility of interactive e-learning initiatives and other technologies as useful tools for effective and ever-expanding global web-based cooperative learning projects.

Programmes Brief, Activities and Exemplary Practices

SP³ACEMAN
‘Science Project/problem/programme-based Activities inCorporating Experiment MANagement’ (SP³ACEMAN) is a student-centred learning programme founded in 2004 aimed at promoting investigative research through PBA/PBL. It was initially designed as an off-line web-portal in 2004 to serve as a platform for sharing of resource materials such as support tools for project-based activities (PBA) that were used during the research studies between 2003 and 2008. This e-portal has been available since 2009 and was officially launched in 2011 as one of the sub-portal of ‘South East Asia Regional Capacity-enhancement Hub’ (SEARCH) as shown in Figure 1 [http://www.recsam.edu.my/search] and the official portal in Figure 2 [URL: http://sp3aceman.net] for Problem-based Learning (PBL) and Project-based Activities (PBA).
Figure 1. The SP³ ACEMAN as sub-portal to the SEARCH official website for on-line learning and e-forums [URL: http://www.recsam.edu.my/search http://forum.sp3aceman.net]

Figure 2. Print screen of the recent SP³ ACEMAN e-portal with highlights in the announcement scroller on the latest events (in 2013)[http://sp3aceman.net]
This portal is designed for all types of learners with various levels of background knowledge and academic achievement to explore further on investigative research. SP³ACEMAN was introduced with scaffolded instruction (SI). Dickson, Chard & Simmons (1993) described scaffolded instruction as a systematic sequencing of prompted content, materials, tasks, with teacher and peer support designed for beginners of PBA/PBL. This e-portal, which is supported by a closed forum was developed using WordPress, i.e., a free and open source blogging tool and a dynamic content management system (CMS) based on PHP and MySQL (Wikipedia, 2012). The SP³ACEMAN e-portal was used to facilitate wider groups of participation towards Education for All (EFA) and fostering creativity with sharing of more Open Educational Resources (OER). More challenging activities were also prepared for advanced learners for self-directed/self-paced/self-accessed learning. Some of the research evidences related to SP³ACEMAN had been reported by Ng (2009) and Ng (2010) with downloadable resources as OER available from http://forum.sp3aceman.net (as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4) with more detailed announcement provided as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 3. The closed forum site of SP³ACEMAN e-portal [http://forum.sp3aceman.net]

Figure 4 is the printscreen of the upper part of the main activity page of e-forum site that includes (a) General introduction and reference resources (i.e. Input on PBA/PBL support tool and evaluation rubric, Archival records of SSYS congress reports and research projects, Networking/Events/Announcements, Publications and Success stories); (b) Sharing of resources for topics of interests (i.e. Astronomy; Climate change and environmental issues; Health science and nutrition; Values-based water education; Other science and maths related topics via interdisciplinary/cross-curricular approaches; Science/maths, culture and indigenous knowledge; Ideas and resource centre; Brain teasers and brainstorming for experimentation; The Lounge) and (c) Case studies/Archives/On-going sharing or collaboration (i.e. Project schools participated in PBA/PBL research activities; Regional Centre/Institute/University; Project schools participated in science fair/carnival/congress/workshop).
Figure 4. Print screen of the activity page or e-forum site of SP³ACEMAN [http://forum.sp3aceman.net]

Figure 5 is the printscreen of sub-heading ‘Networking/Events/Announcements’.

Figure 5. More details announcement are provided in the ‘Networking/Events/Announcement’ column [http://forum.sp3aceman.maaays.net/viewforum.php?f=70]
Developing and piloting a support tool for scaffolded instruction during investigative activities

This programme was monitored and evaluated using the POSITIVE rubric guide [an acronym for ‘Planning, Objective/organization, Skills, Information procurement, Training/transfer of HOT skills, Involvement/Incorporating pedagogical-content knowledge (PCK), Values with enhanced motivation and Evaluation/exchange/enrichment/ever-lasting exposure’]. The first step in developing this support tool involved summarizing the essential elements of PBL to be deliberated with an acronym ‘POSITIVE’ in the rubric devised to guide teachers and non-gifted learners or underachievers with low motivation in science when implementing PBL activities in Community of Practice (CoP). Non-gifted learners or underachievers are students who are not talented in certain aspect, do not perform as well as expected or the IQ indicates their low academic ability compared to high-achievers or gifted/more able learners (Myhill, 2002). They may be students who do not achieve academically in their school curriculum as measured by school tests and examinations (Menon, 1998). In the aforementioned two research studies on PBA and PBL, ‘non-gifted learners, underachievers or low achievers’ were used to include all learners other than high-achievers or gifted learners. It is believed that the children’s potential development in working alone is less than what they can achieve when working in collaborative teams as explained in Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) theory. ZPD is a concept defined by Vygotsky (1978) to represent the difference between a child’s independent problem-solving activity and the level of problem-solving possible under the guidance of an adult, a more capable peer or ‘More Knowledgeable Others’ (MKO) (McCormick & Paechter, 1999). It is expected that these students’ abilities will be enhanced when they work closely with someone who are more skilled. Hence the following were identified as the roles of POSITIVE support tool, i.e.:

- To guide the reflective practice of teachers as core member in CoP towards more in-depth understanding before they introduce and assess PBL through scaffolded instruction (PBL-SI) activities among learners of various levels especially non-gifted students.

- To support teachers in scaffolding the students’ practice in PBL-SI, continually adjusting the level of their help in response to the students’ level of performance with feedback of results; thereby instill the skills necessary for their future independent problem-solving ability as explained in Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) theory.

According to this, the POSITIVE support tool that is anchored in a social constructivist theoretical framework, ‘Planning and Objectives’ are considered as two important components. This is because literature revealed that “setting clear learning objectives at the start of a lesson and encouraging pupils to assess their own understanding following each lesson” (Spavold, 2005, p.119) was effective to enhance the motivation of students who appeared to be more engaged throughout the lessons. Various cognitive, psychomotor and affective factors contributing to effective learning are considered in the tool. It was also assumed that all types of learners especially non-gifted learners would develop beliefs about the extent to which their tasks in PBL were useful and enjoyable according to ‘Expectancy-Value Theory’ (Palmer, 2007). The meaning of each letter in the acronym ‘POSITIVE’ is related to the features of PBL-SI and is elaborated below as:
P [Planning the Procedures in carrying out thoughtfully planned PBL teaching and learning process]

O [Objectives/Organization considering diverse learning styles and socio-cultural background]

S [Skills in experimentation, e.g. scientific (process/manipulative) and ICT or technology skills]

I [Information/data gathering and resources/facilities procurement via cooperative role taking]

T [Training and Transfer of learning via Higher Order Thinking Skills (HOTS)]

I [Involvement actively in various context, Incorporating pedagogical-content knowledge (PCK)]

V [Values emphasis and inculcation of positive attitudes/interests/motivation (AIM) towards STES]

E [Evaluation/assessment, Exchange of ideas/experiences, Enrichment, Everlasting Exposure]

The support tool used as part of this study was ‘content validated’ by one Physics master teacher, one environmental expert and one science lecturer. It was later pilot-tested with the in-service teachers who attended training courses at RECSAM in year 2004 and 2006 when the first author was the course supervisor as reported in Ng (2004) and Ng (2006). The course titles were ‘Action research: Improving teaching in primary and secondary science’ (AS-1018)/(9/2 to 20/3/2004) and ‘Designing and implementing project/problem/ programme-based learning in secondary science’ (SS-6384)/(20/2 to 17/3/2006). Moreover, the POSITIVE tool had also been used by a group of a local secondary school Form 4 students (Ng et al., 2006). It was later revised in the form of guiding template in May 2008 with adaptation of the essential features as suggested by Lambros (2008) Tunnicliffe (2008), Spurr and Loveless (2008). The tool was again reviewed by one Master Teacher, three senior science teachers and one lecturer during the pilot study phase in July 2008. The findings of the validation process of the instrument and the results of the pilot studies conducted since 2004 were presented in ICDE world conference (Ng, 2009).

The POSITIVE tool outlines the essential elements of PBL with the translation of the researcher’s knowledge from literature review and understanding on various aspects of problem-solving behaviours including the mastery of conceptual and procedural knowledge in PBL. Apart from the aforementioned, the researcher has in the POSITIVE support tool and rubric, requested the respondents to reflect on their learning through developing scientific/ICT skills (S); Information gathering (I) using non-digital/digital mode of resource procurement; Transfer of learning from trainings (T) through higher order or critical/creative thinking, metacognitive thinking, decision making and problem-solving skills that are related to cognitive/psychomotor aspects. Moreover, the aspects of ‘values’ emphasis and motivation in STES via PBL (V) are included. Thus this support tool covers three vital aspects of problem-solving in PBL, i.e. cognitive, psychomotor and affective domains, with
evaluation/exchange supported by ICT tools (such as e-learning portal, multimedia, web-conferencing tool).

**Enrichment and networking activities for PBL programme**

PBL has been used in science education for gifted students for many years (Sitkoff, 1988; Gallagher & Stepień, 1996). This issue about equitable participation of PBL by all students was raised by an audience during the paper presentation by the first author (Ng, et al., 2006) in 10th APEID conference (6th to 8th December 2006) organized by UNESCO Bangkok with the theme *Education for Sustainable Development* (ESD). Literature revealed that there is a gap between theory and practice whereby students were not given equal opportunities to participate in numerous educational initiatives. Betrus (2007) stated that a renewed movement toward learner-centered approaches in education has become possible instructional settings in which students defined their own content, and pursue learning based on their own interests. But this opportunity was limited to high-achievers or gifted students. The SP³ACEMAN programme supported by the POSITIVE evaluation rubric was designed to bridge the aforementioned educational gap. The studies for PBA (2003 to 2008) and PBL (2007 to 2012) involved mostly underachievers or non-gifted learners in two main PBA and PBL research activities with some of the more successful students who also eventually participated in SSYS 2006 (in the aforementioned PBA study) and SSYS 2010 (in the aforementioned PBL study). It is envisaged that at the end of the studies, the POSITIVE support tool could be made accessible to a wider group of participation in technology enhanced PBL with networking opportunities and to propose solutions to minimize the barriers in attaining the goals of Education for All (EFA). In fact, during the research studies, all the students were also given the opportunities to participate in other enrichment and networking activities such as the e-forum (http://forum.maays.net) and workshop/activity organized by ‘MAgnificent Advancement for Young Scientist’ (MAAYS) to interact with other students and educators, share resources and exchange findings.

**Development of e-portal to promote blended learning activities**

Based on the philosophy and theoretical framework as aforementioned, the SP³ACEMAN site is designed for all types of learners with various levels of background knowledge and academic achievement to explore more about investigative research activities. A guided tour with scaffolded activities is specially designed for beginners with support rendered [for example, ‘Teachers' and students’ guide for the use of support tool’ as illustrated in Figure 6]. More challenging activities are also prepared for advanced learners for self-accessed learning.
Figure 6. ‘Teachers’ and students’ guide’ are provided [http://forum.sp3aceman.maays.net/viewforum.php?f=28] and ‘Success stories’ related to SP³ACEMAN programme are also disseminated in the forum [http://forum.sp3aceman.maays.net/viewforum.php?f=11]

SP³ACEMAN blended learning in SEARCH for Science and Mathematics Researchers
This section elaborates other activities implemented for SP³ACEMAN with print screen pictures.

(A) Transformation of practices for student-centred e-learning in Community of Practice (CoP)

(I) Promoting PBA and PBL through face-to-face workshops and e-forum initiatives
Apart from promoting on-line discussion and e-forum exchanges, face-to-face workshops were also organized to develop resource materials that enhance science and mathematics student-centred learning through project-based activities (PBA) and problem-based learning (PBL). The first PBL workshop was conducted from 21 to 24 June 2011 [as illustrated in Figure 7 to Figure 12] as part of the global learning initiatives towards ‘Education for Sustainable Development’ (ESD) and ‘Education for All’ (EFA). Interactive ICT tool i.e. ‘Learning Activities Management System’ (LAMS) was the main platform for the development PBA and PBL lessons. Teaching and learning materials or e-learning objects and resource materials were developed by participants who were mainly science and mathematics teachers or lecturer from local secondary/primary schools and teacher training college. The following were the objectives of the first workshop:

- To prepare teaching and learning materials related to ESD (such as values-based water education, climate change and environmental awareness) using ‘Learning Activity Management System’ (LAMS) as platform to develop e-learning objects.

- To develop a global learning platform supported through e-learning objects that enhance student-centred learning and to develop investigative activities focusing on PBA/PBL in search of future talents/researchers using the curriculum developed to promote ESD.

- To widen enrichment opportunities involving wider groups of learners towards EFA and extend networking activities using technological tools leveraging on ever expanding digital learning technologies and available Open Educational Resources (OERs).
The first workshop with blended learning activities consisted of:

(I) Interactive input with workshops and cooperative project team work activities incorporating the use of ICT tools that covered:
Integration of ICT tools with student-centred pedagogies mainly through PBA and PBL from the aspects of Science, Mathematics and Social sciences (i.e. Geography, Language/Arts, Physical/Health/Moral Education, etc.). The areas discussed include Learning Activities Management Systems (LAMS) and use of ICT tools for the development of e-learning objects; essential scientific and Higher Order Thinking (HOT) skills for investigation; problem-solving and critical/creative thinking skills; values-based and issues-based approaches; constructivist and contextual learning; interdisciplinary/cross-curricular approaches incorporating active learning strategies considering various aspects of multiple intelligence.

Planning and assessment/evaluation skills supported by rubric as guide towards ‘Planning, Objective setting/organizing, Skills (scientific/ICT), Information, Training/transfer of HOT skills, Involvement/incorporating pedagogical-content knowledge (PCK), Values-emphasis to promote motivation, Evaluation/exchange/enrichment/ever-lasting exposure’ (POSITIVE) implementation of PBA/PBL.

Planning activities with implementation of primary and secondary science and/or mathematics curriculum including the preparation of (a) Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK) required for PBA/PBL; (b) flow diagrams and action plans for the development of e-learning objects; (c) forum posts and e-learning output being uploaded onto the closed forum site of SP³ACEMAN (http://forum.sp³aceman.net) and LAMS (http://lamsfoundation.org).

(II) Enrichment activities with input through seminar presentation and video viewing which included:

Seminar entitled ‘Blended learning: Rebranding learning for the 21st Century’ by Prof. Dr. Zoraini Wati Abas (Professor of e-learning, Open Universiti Malaysia) with the second author.

Video presentation on topics, e.g. (a) ‘Did you know?’ and ‘What is the next generation learning?’ (part of seminar presentation on ‘Blended learning’ by Prof. Zoraini Wati Abas) (b) ‘South East Asia Regional Capacity-enhancement Hub’ (SEARCH) portal and its six sub-portals in SEARCH for science and mathematics researchers’ (part of the launching ceremony of SEARCH portal with multimedia).

At the end of the workshop/seminar, the following were completed by the participants:

1. Registration as member of the e-forum under the account provided for their respective project school with participation in threaded discussion topics in the SP³ACEMAN portal [URL: http://forum.sp³aceman.net].

2. Preparation of action plans for teacher education resources with outline of intended curricula to be planned for particular age groups and evaluation guided by POSITIVE rubric as well as flow-chart for e-learning objects incorporating the school science/mathematics/social science curriculum focusing on ESD-related issues (e.g. values-based water education, climate change) that could be used to promote students’ investigation and PBA/PBL activities.

3. Pre-/post-tests responses on the learning experience.
4. Development of e-learning objects or interactive resource materials that promote student-centred learning through PBA/PBL involving wider groups of students towards EFA using support tools and scaffolded instruction (SI) activities guided by evaluation rubric (as shown in Appendix A to D elaborated below) (More details are also downloadable from URL http://forum.sp3aceman.maays.net/viewforum.php?f=18).

Appendix A is an outline plan by primary teacher participants working with teacher educator to develop lesson ideas incorporating PBA for the topic ‘Waste management’ (Year 6 science) within the timeframe allocated for the lesson using transmission approach (The final lesson output was posted onto http://forum.sp3aceman.maays.net/viewforum.php?f=61).

Appendix B consists of outline plans for secondary teacher participants working with teacher educator to develop lesson ideas incorporating PBA/PBL for the topics ‘Endangered ecosystem’ (Form 4 Biology) and ‘Preservation and conservation – Air pollution (acid rain)’ (Form 5 General Science) within the timeframe initially allocated for the lesson to be delivered using transmission approach (The final lessons output were also posted onto http://forum.sp3aceman.maays.net/viewtopic.php?f=54&t=112 and http://forum.sp3aceman.maays.net/viewtopic.php?f=53&t=113 respectively).

Appendix C is an outline plan by secondary teacher participants who developed lesson ideas incorporating PBA/PBL for the topic ‘Drinking water’ (Form 2 science) within the timeframe initially allocated for the lesson to be delivered using transmission approach (The final lesson output was posted onto http://forum.sp3aceman.maays.net/viewtopic.php?f=24&t=123). The flowchart of the e-lesson incorporating Learning Activities Management System (LAMS) was also illustrated including the icons showing ‘Activity’ and its corresponding ‘Content’, i.e. (1) ‘Notice board’ to give instructions to students on what to do; (2) ‘Share resources’ with URLs given on ‘drought, Climate Change, webpage on Penang Water Authorities’; (3) ‘Assessment’ that includes multiple-choice questions (MCQ), matching pairs questions, true-false questions and short answer questions; (4) ‘Web conference’ with instruction for students to sign up and participate in the web conference.

Appendix D is an outline plan by secondary teacher participants who developed lesson ideas incorporating PBA/PBL for the topic ‘Litter-bugs syndrome’ (Form 4 mathematics/additional mathematics) within the timeframe initially allocated for the lesson to be delivered using transmission approach (The final lesson output was posted onto forum.sp3aceman.maays.net/viewtopic.php?f=47&t=106). The flowchart of the e-lesson incorporating LAMS as well as the summary of PBL lesson ideas guided by ‘Planning, Objectives/organization, Skills, Information, Training/transfer, Incorporating Pedagogical-content knowledge (PCK), Values, Evaluation/exchange/enrichment’ (POSITIVE) rubric were also illustrated.

The second workshop was conducted from 17-18 May 2012 and 21-22 May 2012 to review the draft lesson plans through ‘Lesson Study’ approach with input given by the experts in the fields of Science, Mathematics, PBL, ICT and academic staff of RECSAM. After two ‘Lesson Study’ cycles, the refined lesson plans were posted onto the forum site of the SP³ACEMAN portal (http://forum.sp3aceman.net) for the subsequent e-learning activities focusing on ESD/EFA-related activities.
Problem scenarios were created in accordance with science and mathematics curriculum to enhance students’ investigative skills using the PBL support tool and evaluation rubric [downloadable from the e-forum]. Reference was also made to existing resources or materials adapted from secondary and primary school science, mathematics and social science curricula that were developed in previous phases. Adaptation was also made with reference to ESD/EFA-related topics implemented in the international programmes participated by the participants prior to the workshop such as ‘Science across the World’ (SAW) (Ng, Toh & Boey, 2010). Another regional programme was the ‘Human Values-based Water, Sanitation and Hygiene Education’ (HVWSHE) or ‘Water and Values Education’ (WAVE)(SEAMEO Secretariat, 2007) with publication by Ng (2007), Ch’ng, Tan and Ng (2009). Several ESD/EFA-related publications e.g. ‘Climate Change related issues’ were also developed in collaboration with SEAMEO centres (Ch’ng, et al., 2010; Toh, et al. 2010). During the workshop, the participants went through self-directed/self-paced/self-accessed learning using a blended learning mode, i.e. with reference to off-line resources from RECSAM’s library or other available references. They also participated in hands-on/minds-on activities using online resources through surfing the Internet and web-links related to PBA/PBL under SEARCH and its six sub-portals

(2) Facilitating e-sharing sessions through training courses and other project/event/activity

In conjunction with the conduct of centre’s regular or customized training courses (e.g. TCTP in Figure 13 and 14) and other projects, programmes or events such as ‘Science Across the World’ (SAW) (as illustrated in Figure 15), ‘Search for SEAMEO Young Scientist’ (SSYS) congress (as shown in Figure 16) and community project with SK Pos Dipang in Kampar, Perak (as illustrated in Figure 17), SP³ACEMAN e-platform was also used for interactive e-discussions, information dissemination and sharing of resources.

![Figure 13. Third Country Training Programme (TCTP) Colombo Plan course (19/9-7/10/11) participants’ involvement in SP³ACEMAN activities [http://forum.sp3aceman.maays.net/viewtopic.php?f=31&t=150]](http://forum.sp3aceman.maays.net/viewtopic.php?f=31&t=150)
Figure 14. Output of group discussion generated from TCTP course posted onto e-forum [http://forum.sp3aceman.maays.net/viewtopic.php?t=152]

Figure 15. ‘Science across the World’ (SAW) team members shared resources and exchanged information using the SP³ACEMAN portal [http://forum.sp3aceman.maays.net/viewforum.php?f=64 and f=14&t=36]
Figure 16. A special section was allocated for sharing of ‘Search for SEAMEO Young Scientist’ (SSYS) related articles, publication series and special issues [URL: http://forum.sp3aceman.maays.net/viewforum.php?f=10]
Figure 17. A forum site was also created for SK Pos Dipang to share their thoughts including learning experience in the activities organized during the recent community project (4/7/6/2012) held at RECSAM

[URL: http://forum.sp3aceman.maaays.net/viewtopic.php?f=76&t=1219]
(B) Theme-based approach to science and mathematics learning

(1) Topics of special interests with skills development among e-forum participants

There were many topics of special interests related to current trends and issues. For a start, the SP³ACEMAN team members had chosen four topics of special interest and of immediate concern (Figure 18) [i.e. Astronomy; Climate change and environmental issues (Figure 19); Water and values-based education (Figure 20); Health science and nutrition (Figure 21)] which attracted much participation in e-forum by blog viewers. Facilitators also used this site for the teaching related to ‘Education for Sustainable Development’ (ESD). For example, the output of active learning pedagogy incorporating role play was disseminated as forum discussion on ‘the greenhouse effect’ [http://forum.maays.net/viewtopic.php?f=31&t=301]

![Figure 18. Topics of special interest attracted the participation of quite a number of bloggers](http://forum.sp3aceman.maays.net/index.php)
Figure 19. Snapshots of some topics of interest under the themes ‘Astronomy’ and ‘Climate Change and Environmental Issues’ [http://forum.sp3aceman.maays.net/viewforum.php?f=13 and viewforum.php?f=14]

Figure 20. Special topic on ‘Values-based Water Education’ received informative responses, quite a number of views and a number of replies [http://forum.sp3aceman.maays.net/viewforum.php?f=16]
(2) Science related topics using interdisciplinary/cross-curricular approaches

The science topics were discussed on-line through the created ‘Science related topics via interdisciplinary/cross-curricular approaches’ column (Figure 22) created. Apart from referring to the school curriculum, students and bloggers also explored new topics of interests and discussed on-line. Occasionally, in-service teachers who had attended courses at RECSAM also posted new challenging questions and responded to the questions posted by students and other teachers.

Figure 21. Questions posted on ‘Health science and nutrition’ column with frequency of views and replies [http://forum.sp3aceman.maays.net/viewforum.php?f=15]

Figure 22. Questions posted on ‘Science related topics via interdisciplinary/cross-curricular approaches’ [http://forum.sp3aceman.maays.net/viewforum.php?f=29]
(3) Mathematics related topics; Science, Culture and Indigenous knowledge

It is believed that the teaching of mathematics may also be made more lively if teachers involve students in on-line discussions with sharing of digital resources. The column ‘Mathematics related topics via interdisciplinary/cross-curricular approaches’ (Figure 23) was also created to facilitate on-line discussions such as ‘Mathematics and Statistics’, ‘Technologically-enhanced mathematics learning’ and other mathematics related topics. Another column, i.e. ‘Science/mathematics, Culture and Indigenous knowledge’ (Figure 24) was also created so that national or international participants and advisors interested in these topics could share knowledge, expertise and download references/publications that are of Open Educational Resources (OERs). An example of a publication related to science and culture that was shared on-line and retrievable from this portal (URL http://forum.sp3aceman.maays.net/viewtopic.php?f=78&t=133) is entitled, ‘Southeast Asian and Japanese Cultural Influence on the Understanding of Scientific Concepts’ (Loo & Sarmiento, 2005). This is the proceedings of an Intellectual Exchange project workshop funded by the Japan Foundation for fiscal year 2005 jointly organized by Universiti Sains Malaysia and RECSAM involving Southeast Asian Culture and Science (SACAS) group (Figure 25).

Figure 23. Questions posted on ‘Mathematics related topics via interdisciplinary/cross-curricular approaches’ column [http://forum.sp3aceman.maays.net/viewforum.php?f=30]
Figure 24. Questions posted on ‘Science/Maths, Culture and Indigenous knowledge’ column with frequency of views and replies [http://forum.sp3aceman.maays.net/viewforum.php?f=78]
Figure 25. E-forum for ‘Southeast Asian Culture and Science’ (SACAS) group with information on the community project organized at RECSAM (4/7/6/2012) [http://forum.sp3aceman.maays.net/viewtopic.php?f=78&t=133] and sharing of indigenous culture and knowledge by teachers from SK Pos Dipang, Kampar, Perak [http://forum.sp3aceman.maays.net/viewtopic.php?f=78&t=1223]
(C) Archival records, dissemination of R&D and sharing of information

(1) South East Asia Regional Capacity-enhancement Hub (SEARCH)

*Figure 26* shows the ‘Announcement on Events/Competitions’, for example SSYS regional congress with its projects archived in this SP³ACEMAN.net close forum, both of which are sub-portals hyperlinked to the official SEARCH portal (http://www.recsam.edu.my/search/index.html) (*Figure 27*). This special forum site in SP³ACEMAN.net was created as clearing house with links to relevant sites under this e-learning hub with more closed forum discussions (http://forum.sp3aceman.net). Discussions could also be facilitated through another sub-portal ‘MAgnificent Advancement for Young Scientists’ (MAAYS) (http://maays.net). Sharing of e-learning experience organized by the SP³ACEMAN team members in collaboration with other educational partners such as MAAYS and Intel webinar was also available in the e-forum.

*Figure 26*. Announcement of events/competition/congress such as SSYS congress with the projects presented in previous years archived in this SP³ACEMAN closed forum.
(2) Brain teasers, useful tools to generate ideas and brainstorming for experimentation

Student-centred investigative activities have been much emphasized in science and mathematics education (Gallagher & Stepien, 1996; Menon, 1998; Sitkoff, 1988). To facilitate effective learning and development of such skills, a special section on “Brain Teasers and Brainstorming for Experimentation” was also designed to facilitate ideas generation activities to promote Higher Order Thinking (HOT) skills and scientific skills for experimentation (Figure 28). Students shared learning activities with fun quizzes and other related readings onto the ‘Brain Teasers’ forum site to challenge others’ thinking.
(3) Ideas, resource centre and off-topic discussions forum sites

The SP³ACEMAN.net e-research platform leveraged on the accessibility of various useful Internet resources. Apart from the availability of open forums accessible to all online learners and blog viewers, it is also a platform for the dissemination of various relevant information and important announcements as posted onto URL http://forum.sp3aceman.maays.net/viewtopic.php?f=70&t=56. ‘Ideas and Resource Centre’ (Figure 29) was created. With the organization of on-line resources for easy reference, not only the teaching and learning of science and mathematics will be effective, but it also contributes to a greening environment in a paperless world! To encourage wider participation by non-science major students or teachers towards ‘Education for All’ (EFA), general and off-topic discussion columns such as ‘The Lounge’ (Figure 30) was also created. It has attracted the participation of secondary and primary school students. Students and general public shared their life and learning experiences in the virtual ‘Lounge’ with further networking activities. In fact, students with no ICT or Internet background were first introduced to these sites and coached with various e-learning skills. When they became independent learners, they then actively participate in other column sites to share their academic knowledge and learning experiences.

Figure 29. ‘Ideas and Resource Centre’ column provides useful information and on-line Open Educational Resources (OER) [http://forum.sp3aceman.maays.net/viewforum.php?f=67]
Conclusion and Future Direction

This paper outlines the major activities of SP³ACEMAN.net portal with evidences of exemplary practices in SEARCH for young science/mathematics researchers that were facilitated through the on-line learning hub and its sub-portals. All the authors of this paper had participated actively as founder, administrator, advisors, participants (e.g. during SP³ACEMAN workshops) or facilitators (e.g. during SK Pos Dipang community project) for workshops at various phases. The authors were also involved as participants or project teachers of the SP³ACEMAN forum to further enhance science and mathematics education through blended learning approaches with sharing of resources. An example is the ‘Exemplary science and mathematics lesson plans incorporating technology education’ compiled as the output of the ‘Lesson Study’ workshop that was conducted from 18-19 May and 21-22 May 2012 [The uploaded resources are available from http://forum.sp3aceman.net and available from URL: http://forum.sp3aceman.maays.net/viewforum.php?f=18].

In addition, this article reveals the feasibility of a blended mode to learn the different themes and issues towards building networks for knowledge-exchange and peer learning in science and mathematics education in the region and beyond (Azian, Devadason, Ng & Wahyudi, 2010). ICT has been identified as one of the effective tools to extend the knowledge of learners through extensive research and interactive activities over the Internet in the recent years. Increasing emphasis has been placed on the enhancing of students’ technological skills and ability to access on-line learning resources in the 21st century apart from developing their Higher Order Thinking (HOT) skills, scientific and social skills such as communication, research and collaborative project work as elaborated. In this technologically advanced era, a supportive learning environment with pedagogically enriched teaching strategies integrating ICT is also important for educators who wish to incorporate the e-learning portals in science and mathematics education. To achieve this aspiration, a Teacher ‘Professional Learning Community’ (PLC) was formed by the second author who is also the founder of MAAYS to invite participation of more educators for continuing professional development (CPD) and lifelong learning. The information was disseminated on URL:
http://forum.maays.net/viewtopic.php?f=25&t=143. The ‘Search for SEAMEO Young Scientist’ (SSYS) Facebook group was also formed for more networking activities apart from the SP³ACEMEN closed forum and MAAYS forum. These activities were supported by many science/mathematics teachers and all teachers are welcome to join in these groups.

In conjunction with the organization of the 8th Regional Congress on ‘Search for SEAMEO Young Scientists’ (SSYS) (scheduled from 5th to 9th March 2012) with the theme ‘Beyond 2012: Greening the Environment for a Sustainable Future’, SP³ACEMAN team members had also participated in the e-forum on ‘Green innovation and creative lifestyle’ (posted on announcement scroller of http://sp3aceman.net and http://forum.sp3aceman.maays.net/viewtopic.php?f=70&t=56) Various networking activities and e-learning initiatives (through Intel Webinar and Facebook as e-platforms) as enrichment for investigative science and mathematics education (URL: http://forum.sp3aceman.maays.net/viewtopic.php?f=14&t=1224&p=2436#p2436) were also conducted. More updates of the activities were posted onto the website (URL: http://www.recsam.edu.my/search), e-forums of SP³ACEMAN and MAAYS.

More promotional activities will be conducted in various workshops to invite participation with dissemination of learning output. Other research evidence (that were disseminated using the closed forum of this site) will also be reported in the subsequent series to illustrate how inquiry-based activities, scientific thinking skills could be promoted through e-learning activities supported by interactive digital learning environments with evidences of students’ enhanced thinking skills towards Education for Sustainable Development (ESD).
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Appendix A

‘Waste management’: PBL lesson for Year 6 general science  by SJK(C) Kwang Hwa and Institut Pendidikan Guru Kampus Tuanku Bainun

(Project teachers: Lim Yoon Khim, Susan Wee and Chin Chee Keong)

(1) Incorporating PCK for Year 6 science (POSITIVE)ss and cck (MS-Word file for positive tool)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year/Form</th>
<th>Science</th>
<th>Biology</th>
<th>Chemistry</th>
<th>Physics</th>
<th>Maths/Add Math</th>
<th>Topic/Title/Unit of Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WASTE MANAGEMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional notes:
The estimated time frame to be used to teach the entire Unit of Science/Mathematics content using:
(1) transmission approach: 1 WEEK
(2) PBL approach: 2 WEEKS

Remarks by participants:
More time needed for students to gather resources. May consider adding time to older students for homework. But worth a try to have meaningful learning experience for the students.

Figure A(1). Incorporating Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK) for Year 6 science topic on ‘Waste management’
[Refer more details at URL: http://forum.sp3aceman.maays.net/viewforum.php?f=61]

(2) LAMS flow chart

Figure A(2). Learning Activities Management System (LAMS) flowchart for Year 6 science topic on ‘Waste management’
[Refer more details at URL: http://forum.sp3aceman.maays.net/viewtopic.php?f=57&t=124]
Appendix B

‘Endangered ecosystem: PBL lesson for Form 4 biology by SMK Abdullah Munshi and Institut Pendidikan Guru Kampus Tuanku Bainun

(Project teachers: Savanee Sararaks and Chin Chee Keong)

(1) Incorporating PCK for Form 4 Biology (POSITIVE)s and cck (MS-Word file for positive tool)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Science</th>
<th>Biology</th>
<th>Chemistry</th>
<th>Physics</th>
<th>Money/Mkt Math</th>
<th>Eng/His/Vis Arts</th>
<th>Total/Total Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Module 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Module 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Module 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Module 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Module 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Module 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional notes:
The estimated timeframe to be used to teach the entire unit of Science/Mathematics content using
(1) transmission approach: 2 weeks
(2) PBL/PBA approach: 8 weeks

Remarks by participants:
Today is the 3rd day of our workshop, we have 3 assignments to fill up and update.

I. POSITIVE PUBLICS
II. PCK
III. LAMS – SCREEN PRINT OUT

THANK YOU
(3.4.0.0)

Figure B(1). Incorporating Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK) for Form 4 biology topic on ‘Endangered ecosystem’

[Refer more details at URL: http://forum.sp3aceman.maays.net/viewtopic.php?f=54&t=112]
‘Preservation and conservation – Air pollution (acid rain)’: PBL lesson for Form 5 general science by SMK(P) Sri Mutiara and SMK Tanjung Bungah

(Project teachers: Boey Mei Li, Gurumintarjit and Loo Say Leng)

(1) Incorporating PCK for Form 5 General Science

Figure B(2). Incorporating Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK) for Form 5 general science topic on ‘Preservation and conservation – Air pollution (acid rain)’ [Refer more details at URL: http://forum.sp3aceman.maays.net/viewtopic.php?f=53&t=113]
Appendix C

‘Drinking water’: PBL lesson for Form 2 science by SMKA Al-Mashoor(L)

(Project teachers: Linda Toh and Wan Mohamman Zulkiﬁli)

[URL: http://elearn.recsam.edu.my/LAMS] (please zoom to 150% for viewing)

(1) Incorporating PCK for Form 2 science, (POSITIVE)SMASH(MS-Word file uploaded onto forum)

Figure C(1). Incorporating Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK) for Form 2 science topic on ‘Drinking Water’ [Refer more details on POSITIVE tool at URL: http://forum.sp3aceman.maays.net/ viewtopic.php?f=24&t=123]
(2) LAMS flow chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Noticeboard</td>
<td>1. Give instructions to students what to do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share Resources</td>
<td>1. URL of drought</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. URL of Climate Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. URL of Penang Water Authorities Webpage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>1. Prepare 5 MCQ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Prepare 2 matching pairs questions. (2 marks)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Prepare 3 true-false questions. (3 marks)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Prepare 1 short answer question. (5 marks)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web Conference</td>
<td>1. Ask students to sign up and participate in the web conference.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure C(2).* Learning Activities Management System (LAMS) flowchart for Form 2 science topic on ‘Drinking Water’
Appendix D

‘Litter-bugs syndrome’: PBL lesson for Form 4 maths/add maths by SMK Penang Free

(Project teachers: David Ch’ng, Vijaya a/p Arjunan and Ling Jia Yi)

(1) Incorporating PCK for Form 4 mathematics/additional mathematics

Figure D(1). Incorporating Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK) for Form 4 mathematics topic on ‘Litter-bugs Syndrome’

[Refer more details at URL: http://forum.sp3aceman.maays.net/viewtopic.php?f=47&t=106]

(2) LAMS flow chart

Figure D(2). Learning Activities Management System (LAMS) flowchart for Form 4 mathematics topic on ‘Litter-bugs Syndrome’
(3) SPACEMAN PROJECT_PFS (MS-Word file for sample POSITIVE tool uploaded onto forum)

Teacher's Guide for Project Problem-based Learning (P^3BL) Support Tool via POSITIVE Rubric

Title: Curriculum (Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics, General Science) Additional Mathematics
Prepared for: Form Year __

By: Ching Yeang Soon, Vieyaa Af Ariffin and Ling Yi

Objective of learning
Objective and Organization of issues from research
(1) Learning in real skills objectives: (a) Cognitive and psychomotor: (i) Interviewing patient, adult and child; interpreting patient’s measurements; calculating (ii) Cognitive (Age of child, Age of patient) (iii) Psychomotor: Gross movement

Objective of learning
Objectives and Organization of issues from research
(1) Learning in real skills objectives: (a) Cognitive and psychomotor: (i) Interviewing patient, adult and child; interpreting patient’s measurements; calculating (ii) Cognitive (Age of child, Age of patient) (iii) Psychomotor: Gross movement

Skills in scientific investigation
Skills in experimentation, e.g. scientific (process manipulative) and ICT or technology skills (to exploit digital resources)

Skills in using ICT
Find links to URLs for skill training sites.

Teaching of HOT/PBL skills
Planning and transfer of learning into higher order thinking (HOT) and problem solving (P^3BL) skills

Evaluation of HOT/PBL learning
Evaluation of HOT/PBL learning

Values Orientation in TES
Values emphasis and incorporation of positive attitude/interests motivation (AIM) towards Science, Technology, Environment, Society (TES)

Evaluation and Exchange
Evaluation of project activities:
(1) Process of learning and activities: Collaborative and cooperative learning, Hand-on, and contextual learning that included some aspects of multi-intelligence cognitive activities;
(2) Product of learning and activities: Enrichment, Exposure, Self-esteem, Self-innovation and Self-construct;
(3) Mode for dissemination or exchange Internet, Forums (SPICE/ADIT) and websites, Posts and recommendations of findings to the School Administration.

http://recsam.gdn.my
http://lsg.geekmaths.edu.my
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